Wildlife Friends Foundation Thailand (WFFT) is carrying out the largest tiger rescue in Thailand’s history as the renowned wildlife animal welfare and rescue organisation prepares to take custody of 11 tigers and two bears handed over by Phuket Zoo.

WFFT founder and director Edwin Wiek confirmed the news on Dec 22.

“I am driving back to Phetchaburi today to ensure that the two areas for the animals are ready. I have two areas set up for them, nine rai and 10 rai, with ponds and trees and space for them to roam,” Mr Wiek told The Phuket News.

Mr Wiek explained that he and Sangduen “Lek” Chailert, founder of the Elephant Nature Park, discussed the handover of the animals with the Phuket Zoo owners on Dec 22.

The zoo has been hard hit by the financial crisis brought on by the COVID-19 pandemic, leaving the facility without tourist visitors for nearly two years.

Despite previous encounters between WFFT and Phuket Zoo over the conditions many of the animals were kept in at the zoo, the parties set aside any animosity in order to determine the safe future for the animals, Mr Wiek noted.

“They were genuinely very concerned about the animals. They said they had refused offers for the animals’ skins and bones,” he said.

“As WFFT has the facilities and expertise to take care of large carnivores and currently houses more than 30 other bears, it was concluded that WFFT could provide the best life-long care for these animals which require urgent rehoming,” Mr Wiek explained.

Mr Wiek on Monday (Dec 27) was driving back to Phuket to meet with the Phuket Zoo owners and formalise the agreement on Tuesday with the signing of an MoU (Memorandum of Understanding).

As of Monday, the WFFT was still waiting on formal approval by Thai authorities to take custody of the animals. “I am hoping to have the animals transported in the first...
A local man has come under criticism for posting online a video showing himself and a friend riding on the back of a turtle that had come ashore at Bang Tao Beach.

The video was posted on the Facebook page of Fa Rook Utai at 10:02pm on Dec 22. The page is marked with a URL noting the name Rook Bennington.

One person, a Thai, criticised the behaviour, pointing out that turtles came ashore to nest.

One foreigner posted, “About to get kicked out of Thailand, when the authorities see this!”

The reply posted by Fa Rook Utai was, “Do you know normally people here in some areas eat [turtles], and I don’t want to see them being eaten or traded, and at first my friends chased them into the sea, but they were still eating jellyfish. This is why I had to ride on his back, make it feel scared and escape into the sea. (Before commenting, please ask for the reasons for the action. Thank you very much).”

The video itself did not appear to show the men trying to scare off the turtle. Instead, it appears the men were “joyriding” on the turtle’s back. One of the men is seen posing while “planking” on his stomach while riding the turtle.

An officer at Sirinath Marine National Park confirmed that no action could be taken by park officers as the incident occurred outside the park’s boundaries.

Hiran Kanghae of the Phuket Marine Biological Center told The Phuket News, “Riding a turtle is a serious inappropriate behaviour, a threat that may result in the mother turtle not returning to spawn and possibly dropping her eggs in the sea. It is illegal if the turtle is injured.”

The PMBC will look into the incident, Mr Nirar said.

“A green sea turtles are protected animals under the Wildlife Preservation and Protection Act 2019,” he noted.

PMBC Director Somsuk Boon-yai, after being notified of the incident by Mr Hiran, said, “We are now contacting the man who posted the clip to investigate the facts to consider whether there are any legal offenses.”

Officers at Sirinath National Park reported a green turtle coming ashore to lay eggs on the beach in front of the visitor’s centre at 4am on Dec 23. The turtle took 2 hours and 30 minutes to lay 75 eggs and return to the sea.

The park officers deemed the site where they nest was laid as unsafe, due to possible flooding by high tides, and moved the eggs to a protected area in front of the park rangers’ office.

The eggs are now under 24-hour surveillance to ensure safekeeping from predators and other disturbances.

It has not been confirmed whether or not it was the same turtle abused by the joyriding.

The turtle joyriding incident occurred at Bang Tao Beach, just 2.6km south of Sirinath National Park’s southern boundary, and has seen numerous turtles come ashore over the years.

Prarop Planggnarn, Chief of “Operations Center 2” at Sirinath Marine National Park, last year called for hotels and other beachfront businesses to join a campaign to create turtle preservation zones to protect turtle eggs being laid along west-coast beaches on Phuket’s northwest coast.

“Presently, there are only a few areas that are suitable for turtles to lay their eggs because of the continual expansion of human communities and the tourism industry,” Mr Prarop told The Phuket News.

“The turtles are afraid of humans on shore, so relevant officers must take action to change the environmental factors to help encourage turtles to come ashore to lay their eggs.”

“We need to create turtle protection areas, and we need to do it quickly,” he said.

“Turtles have returned to laying eggs in the area. We have not seen this for years. The last time leatherback turtles were spotted returning to Sirinath national park was in 2013,” Mr Prarop said.

The areas under consideration include the beaches at Na Yi Yang as well as Mai Kaew Beach – at 14 kilometres long, Phuket’s longest beach – all the way to Sai Kaew Beach on the northwestern tip of the island.

However, the zone at this stage does not include areas south of the national park.

“From October through December, turtles came ashore near a luxury resort on the headland just south of the park and laid eight different nests of turtle eggs,” Mr Prarop pointed out in January last year.

“The eggs were taken into care by officials from the Phuket Marine Biological Center [PMBC]. We strongly believe more turtles will come back to lay more eggs,” he said.

Meanwhile, Sirinath National Park is among six national parks to be proposed for World Heritage status.

The proposal was discussed at a meeting of the Protected Area Committee held at the Sirinath National Park head office led by Phuket Vice Governor Piyapong Choowong last December.

“Officials must first inform local people about the importance and the advantages of being recognised as world heritage sites, so that they can understand and support the proposal,” Vice Governor Piyapong said.
Ready for the Seven Days

A student receives a helmet from Region 8 Police at a ‘Wear a helmet 100%’ campaign event on Monday (Dec 27). Photo: PR Phuket

The Phuket News

The Phuket police and disaster officials last week started gearing up for the Seven Days of Danger road-safety campaign for the New Year, which began on Wednesday (Dec 29).

Phuket Vice Governor Anammy Phinsuwan led a meeting joined by Udomporn Kan, Chief of the Phuket office of Department of Disaster Prevention and Mitigation (DDPM-Phuket), at Phuket Provincial Hall on Friday (Dec 24) with leading figures from a host of local government offices in attendance.

The meeting was held to coordinate efforts and enable relevant agencies to take action on the prevention and reduction of road accidents effectively to reduce the loss of lives and property of the people in the “intensive period” of this year’s campaign, from Dec 29 to Jan 4, Vice Governor Anammy said.

This year’s campaign began with the “pre-strict control period” from Dec 22-28. The period is marked by heavy campaign for road safety, including campaigns against drunk driving.

The Phuket News

The news was confirmed by an order issued by Phuket Governor Narong Woonciew on Monday (Dec 27), detailing the current COVID-prevention measures for all venues and establishments across the island.

The new order confirmed that “service places” such as entertainment venues, pubs, bars and karaoke will remain closed until further notice.

The order also revised previous announcements regarding indoor venues serving alcohol on New Year’s Eve.

“The sale of alcoholic beverages indoor venues is prohibited after 11pm to 6am of the next day, except a shop with an outdoor area that can be opened for consumption of alcoholic beverages exclusively on New Year’s Eve.”

The news was confirmed by an order issued by Phuket Governor Narong Woonciew on Monday (Dec 27), detailing the current COVID-prevention measures for all venues and establishments across the island.

The order also revised previous announcements regarding indoor venues serving alcohol on New Year’s Eve.

“The sale of alcoholic beverages indoor venues is prohibited after 11pm to 6am of the next day, except a shop with an outdoor area that can be opened for consumption of alcoholic beverages exclusively on New Year’s Eve.”

On Dec 24 Phuket Vice Governor Pichet Panapong announced that indoor venues would be allowed to serve alcohol until 1am. That has now changed with the order issued on Monday.

Ms Thitima, an officer at the Phuket Provincial Administration Office, which is responsible for issuing provincial orders approved by the governor, told The Phuket News that the Phuket provincial figures had no choice but to institute the 1pm limit.

“Phuket is a pilot province, so it can have special rules, but since Omicron arrived in Thailand, Phuket must follow the rules is that the Phuket provincial figures had no choice but to institute the 1pm limit.”

Of note, police across Thailand have for years consistently fined foreigners for not wearing a helmet while riding a motorcycle. The issue of Thai motorists not being fined has never been recognised by local police, other than general statements that police officers are not racist.

Phuket City Municipality launched its attempt to reduce road accidents over the New Year holidays with a campaign starting last Friday (Dec 24).

Of note, police across Thailand have for years consistently fined foreigners for not wearing a helmet while riding a motorcycle. The issue of Thai motorists not being fined has never been recognised by local police, other than general statements that police officers are not racist.

Phuket City Municipality launched its attempt to reduce road accidents over the New Year holidays with a campaign starting last Friday (Dec 24).

“The last order of Phuket Provincial administration, told Phuket City Municipality officers to issue a warning only during an “interim period” until early next year, after which officers will start issuing fines.

Under the campaign, officers are already inspecting places where people go and have put in place strict security measures. There are CCTV cameras in Mueang Phuket District that will take care of everyone’s security in case of unsuitable safety when travelling to Phuket,” he assured.

This is the period when many people use road vehicles to travel back to their hometowns and just to travel. Phuket City Mayor Saroj Sereewat and others feel most comfortable,” he said in a video interview released on Friday.

“Everyone who travels in Phuket must strictly follow the orders to prevent the spread of COVID-19 if we all help each other, we can control this disease. It will be good for the overall picture of Phuket and Thailand,” he added.

“For safety, he would like all brothers and sisters to take care of themselves; people should be careful when travelling to isolated places. Police officers are already inspecting places where people go and have put in place strict security measures. There are CCTV cameras in Mueang Phuket District that will take care of everyone’s security in case of unsuitable safety when travelling to Phuket,” he assured.

“All indoor venues must stop serving alcohol and may not allow the consumption of alcohol on the premises after 11pm on New Year’s Eve.
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Police have arrested at least two men for their roles in the attempted murder of three men in a pickup near Wat Srisoonthorn, north of the Heroes Monument, early on Dec 19.

Thalang Police Deputy Chief Lt Col Anukul Nuket revealed the arrests on Dec 21 following a video being posted online accusing the police of not investigating the shooting.

Lt Col Anukul dismissed the video simply as, “Not true.”

“At about 4am on the day of the incident [Dec 19], Lt Col Niwat Timket, Inspector of Investigation, was on duty at Thalang Police Station,” Lt Col Anukul said.

“Prathan Mongkonhong, 28, and other two people came to file a complaint that his vehicle was shot at, with bullets breaking through the windows, by an assailant using an unknown type of firearm while he and the others were sitting in the car at about 2:40am that same day,” he added.

The shooting occurred in a small alley beside Wat Srisoonthorn on Thepkrasattri Rd, about 1.38km north of the Heroes Monument, he added.

The vehicle Mr Prathan and his colleagues were sitting in was a black Isuzu pickup truck registered in Bangkok.

“The investigating officer interviewed Mr Prathan and two other people before entering the daily report at 4:20am,” Lt Col Anukul explained, adding that Mr Prathan returned to give an additional statement at 3pm the next day.

“Forensic police inspected the pickup and gathered evidence of the gunshot, and coordinated with the investigation team who tracked down the culprit, who we now know is Anothai Jindaphon, 27, a resident of Srisoonthorn,” Lt Col Anukul said.

Police had already “ intimately connected” the people in connection with the attack, Lt Col Anukul said.

The arrests were reported by Thalang Police in their latest report for Dec 20, he said.

Lt Col Anukul gave no further information.

The daily arrest report for Dec 20 noted that two men, Thamrong “To” Sukmetta and Anothai “Pai” Jinjapal, were arrested after they were found in joint possession of a 9mm Glock handgun with two magazines, one of them loaded with 10 bullets; a 9mm Beretta handgun with two magazines; and 30 12-gauge shotgun cartridges.

Also recorded as seized as evidence from the men were two black garbage bags, said the report.

At Thalang police, face charges of illegal possession of firearms and ammunition, Anothai faces an additional charge of illegal possession of unregistered explosives, the report said.

Listed separately as a “different case” was that Anothai also faces charges under an arrest warrant No. 372/2021 issued by Phuket Provincial Court on Dec 20 for jointly attempting to kill another person, illegal possession of illegal weapons, ammunition and for illegally carrying firearms in a public area.

Also listed separately as a “different case” was that Thamrong faces charges under arrest warrant No. 373/2021 issued on Dec 20 for committing the crime of jointly attempting to kill another person, illegal possession of firearms and ammunition and for illegally carrying firearms in a public area.

Neither the arrest report nor Lt Col Anukul gave any motive for the attack.

Also reported on Dec 20 as arrested and facing charges for committing the crime of attempting to kill another person with premeditation was Eakhar “Eke” Nimla-or, arrested under arrest warrant No. 360/2021 issued on Dec 13.

The fourth arrest reported on Dec 20 was that of a “Mr Deh,” full name not reported, for illegally possessing a Cat-eegory 1 narcotic, specifically amphetamine and crystal meth.

P

Man killed as pickup wipes out

A 36-YEAR-OLD MAN died after the pickup truck he was driving slid on a wet road and slammed into a power pole in Srisoonthorn early Monday morning (Dec 27).

Pol Col Krisorn Boonprasop of Thalang Police was notified of the acci-
dent, on Thepkrasattri Rd northbound near the pe-
destrian overpass at Wat Srisoonthorn School, at 00:30am.

Thalang police along with rescue workers from Srisoonthorn Municipality and the Muang Mai branch of the Kasoldham Foundation arrived at the scene, about 300 metres south of the Baan Lipon U-turn, to find the heavily damaged pickup still wrapped around the pole.

The driver, Songkiad Sukanantapong, 36, from Ao Luek, Krabi, was dead at the scene, his body still trapped in the cab of his Phuket-registered Isuzu D-Max pickup.

Rescue workers used hydraulic equipment to recover Mr Songkiad’s body, which they transported to Thalang Hospital.

According to the police investigation, Mr Songkiad was driving home from Phuket Town when the ac-
cident happened. He lived at the Karr Kha housing es-
tate in Moo 1, Srisoonthorn, about two kilometres from the scene of the accident.

Mr Songkiad was travel-
ing at speed when he lost control of the pickup and slammed into the power pole. The road was wet from recent rain, said the report.

Eakkapop Thongrub

Two men have been arrested for attempted murder after opening fire on the pickup. Photo: Thalang Police

Two arrested for attempted murder

More threatening behaviour at Nui Beach

LOCAL RESIDENTS HAVE REACHED out to the media asking for help in highlighting rude and dangerous behaviour by fishermen dropping anchor off Nui Beach, on Phuket’s west coast.

The local residents, who asked to remain anonymous, said that at about midday last Saturday (Dec 25) a group of men arrived on a small fishing boat, passing dangerously close to buoys marking where divers were underwater to see the coral reef there.

The men then donned masks and went spearfishing. Their prey included several clownfish.

“Everyone knows that it’s illegal to drop an anchor on a coral reef, but this group of men ignored that and broke the law. They drove the boat closer to the tourists who were snorkeling, which made foreign tourists alarmed. They also shouted rude words at the tourists,” one of the local residents said.

This was not the first time the local resi-
dents had witnessed the behaviour by the men.

“We often see this bad behaviour by this group of men, and they always show that they are not afraid of anyone. “They name several politicians they will challenge them,” the local resident added.

The local residents said they wanted of-
ficials to investigate the behaviour of the men.

“Foreigners also have been fed up with this behaviour for a long time. When
Phuket remembers tsunami victims with ‘Soul of the Sea’ memorial service

HUNDREDS GATHERED AT PATONG Beach on the night of Dec 26 to join the tsunami memorial service, remembering the lives lost in the disaster 17 years ago.

Tourism & Sports Minister Phiphat Ratchakitprakarn led the official event, this year called ‘Soul of the Sea’, at 7pm.

Following speeches by Mr Phiphat, Phuket Vice Governor Pichet Panaphong and Tourism Authority of Thailand (TAT) Deputy Governor of Domestic Marketing Thapanee Kiatpaiboon, attendees were invited to place candles in the sand to remember those lost to the waves.

The day’s events began with the traditional merit-making of giving alms to monks, followed by a series of activities held at Patong Beach to commemorate the anniversary.

Ms Thapanee explained that similar activities were being held in Phuket and Phang Nga to remember the calamity.

As is now tradition, the events were held at Loma Park on the Patong beachfront. Smaller events were held at Chom Lom Market on the Mai Khao beachfront.

In Patong, the activities included a Tsunami Remembrance Exhibition, street music show, a light show, an orchestral performance and the candle-lighting ceremony.

Yuang Upatanon, 77, lost her younger brother, Mr Aron Kungkaew, in the disaster. His body was found three days later, she said.

“That day was a Buddhist holy day. I had prepared food to make merit at Patong Temple. I had not yet offered the food to the monks when all sorts of loud noises were heard,” she recalled.

Ms Yuan was told of the waves sweeping over the Patong Beach, devasting the shops and restaurants along the beachfront.

“When the waves were still receding, I drove my motorcycle along [Rat-U-Thit] 200 Pr Rd. Everywhere I looked, all I could see were ruins and floating debris,” she said.

Ms Yuan volunteered to help the wounded, and help recover the dead. “I helped dress more than 100 bodies, most of them foreigners,” she recalled.

In Thailand, official government estimates marked 5,078 confirmed dead, another 8,457 injured and 3,716 missing, presumed dead, all lost to the tsunami that struck in the morning on Dec 26, 2004.

While confirmed deaths in Phuket were only 259, another 700 remained listed as missing.

Phang Nga, however, bore the brunt of the tsunami, with 4,163 people confirmed dead, another 700 remained listed as missing.

“Although the Omicron strain of COVID-19 will see more infections during the New Year, I believe that Thai people will be able to adapt so that activities can be carried out in order to revitalise tourism and the economy,” he said.

The effort being put into the event, which has been incessantly promoted by government agencies for the past week, is to help in the economic recovery of Phuket through tourism, Mr Phiphat said.

Present at the press event were TAT Deputy Governor of Domestic Marketing Thapanee Kiatpaiboon, Phuket Governor Narong Woonciew, Phuket Vice Governor Piyapong Chouwong, Phuket Provincial Police Chief Maj Gen Sermphan Sirikong and heads of government agencies involved in the event.

Also present was Dr Kook Kokkittakoon to explain the current state of infections and to assure of the COVID-prevention measures that will be in force at the event.

In his address to the press, Mr Phiphat highlighted the success of the Phuket sandhon scheme for tourists to enter Thailand and the ongoing national effort in the mass vaccination campaign.

The TAT was organising such mega-events for New Year’s Eve at five locations in the country, Mr Phiphat said.

“The Ministry of Tourism & Sports is trying to promote travel in Thailand to high-end tourists with purchasing power, especially to promote tourism in the community, which will enhance the potential of tourism and expand the income to individual communities.

“If we are successful in attracting tourists, it is expected that in 2022, Thailand will see approximately B1.3-1.8 trillion [nationally] in income from tourism. So we ask for cooperation from everyone to be a good host in welcoming tourists who travel to Thailand,” Mr Phiphat said.

Mr Thapanee agreed, saying, “Seeing the readiness of Phuket and the readiness of business operators in the Phuket area, the important thing in organising this event is to show the world that organising happy events and celebrations can be done while protecting people from the spread of COVID-19 at the same time.”

The event will also include a cultural performance from Korea and live performances by Thai artists such as Gam Wichayane, Kit Kittmanit, Ann Thitima, Pom Autobahn, Pu Anchalee, Pan Paimonkiet, Kob Sae Wanit, Oui Raniwan, Ann Nantana and Tee Wawi.

According to the official schedule for the night, Mr Bocelli and his son will take to the stage at 11:53pm and will join the official countdown to the New Year. He will remain on stage until at least 00:03am for the launch of the 20,000-firework show.

The event, to be held at Saphan Hin, is to be attended by people by pre-registration through the QueQ app only. All people at the event must be fully vaccinated and must have tested negative for COVID-19 within 72 hours of arriving at the venue. Attendees must be able to provide evidence of both in order to be allowed into the event area.

Preparations for the event are already underway at Saphan Hin. Seating has been organised to maintain social distancing and traffic flow through Saphan Hin will be controlled for the event, including the redirection of one-way streets in the area.

Officers will be at all entrances and exits to the event area to ensure compliance with the COVID-prevention measures.

The news was announced last weekend by Tourism & Sports Minister Phiphat Ratchakitprakarn. Photo: PR Phuket
Praise for keeping Sandbox open
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Phuket Tourist Association President Bhummikitti Raktaengam has led a consortium of 16 agencies to say thank you to the government for keeping the Phuket Sandbox scheme open following the suspension of all Test & Go entry to the country. Present to receive the formal thanks at the new Phuket Provincial Hall on Dec 22 was Phuket Vice Governor Pichit Panumong.

Phuket remains the only province where tourists may enter the country under the Sandbox scheme following the immediate suspension of the Test & Go entry scheme on Dec 21.

The order to suspend Test & Go was made 24 hours after Thailand marked its first local transmission, in Bangkok, of the Omicron variant of COVID-19, which was brought on severe prevention measures and travel bans across Europe.

"On behalf of the private sector of Phuket, I would like to thank the Prime Minister and all relevant Cabinet members who have decided to trust Phuket to accept tourists in the form of the Phuket Sandbox," Mr Bhummikitti said.

"There are many related official agencies that support Phuket Province, especially in Phuket led by the Governor of Phuket and all Deputy Governors of Phuket, and with special thanks to Airports of Thailand and especially the Director of Phuket Airport for supporting the mission that we have gained confidence in this time," he added.

A passenger disembarking a TUI Fly Nordic flight gives the thumbs-up after landing in Phuket on Nov 29. Photo: AoP Phuket

TEST & GO SUSPENDED

The central government has confirmed that 110,000 visitors who had already been approved entry to Thailand, and issued a QR code via the Thailand Pass application system before entry was suspended, will be allowed to enter Thailand. However, they will now be required to undergo a second RT-PCR test on Day 5 of their stay – in addition to their first RT-PCR test on landing – to confirm they are not infected. The government has announced that the state will pay the costs of the second test.

These visitors must stay in their hotel rooms until the results of their first test confirm they are not infected. Once the first test results confirm they are not infected, they may leave their hotel rooms. They must also return to their hotel each night until they have passed their second test.

A further 90,000 visitors who had applied but had not yet been approved entry will be allowed to enter the country, Government spokesman Thanasorn Wangboonkongchana assured.

The decision to suspend the Test & Go entry scheme will be reviewed on Jan 4.

PHUKET SANDBOX STILL OPEN

In addition to suspending all Test & Go entry to the country, the Centre for COVID-19 Situation Administration (CCSA) on Dec 21 also suspended all Sandbox entry schemes – except the Phuket Sandbox model.

Under the Phuket Sandbox scheme, visitors may land on the island and will be tested for COVID-19 on landing. If they test negative, they are free to go anywhere on the island. They will receive a second RT-PCR test on Day 5-6.

They must stay on the island for seven days, after which – if they test negative for the virus – visitors may travel freely within the country, pending local restrictions in each province. During the seven days, Phuket Sandbox arrivals must stay at their designated pre-booked hotel. They are not allowed to stay overnight in any other places.

Any arrivals who test positive for COVID-19 will be referred to a healthcare facility for appropriate medical treatment, for which the expenses must be covered by the required insurance, or national healthcare coverage for Thais and eligible foreign expatriates, the Tourism Authority of Thailand (TAT) notes in its description of the Sandbox scheme.

HOLDING ON

Mr Bhummikitti urged people to remain calm, and to be patient in waiting for the CCSA to review the situation on Jan 4.

To date, Phuket has not marked a local transmission of the Omicron variant, and Vachira Phuket Hospital Director Weerasak Lorthongkham confirmed that all recent local cases of infection have resulted in mild symptoms only.

"We must maintain confidence [in handling the situation], for citizens and tourists, no matter which variant of COVID-19. Not just Omicron, there may be others. We have faith that with the cooperation of all of us we will be able to coexist with the COVID-19 pandemic and overcome this crisis," he said on Dec 27.

"During these two weeks Phuket will do our best to reassure the country and tourists around the world that Thailand will continue [to remain open], and most importantly, thanks to the government, especially the departments of the Ministry of Public Health, the Provincial Government Centre for COVID-19, Phuket Provincial Public Health Office, which together are an important force that will allow Phuket to move forward," he said.

Mr Bhummikitti noted that the policy shift will no doubt affect tourist arrivals, but said it was too early to tell how much of an effect it will have.

"The suspension of the Test & Go scheme will have an inevitable impact. But it is necessary to keep the economy going," Mr Bhummikitti told the Bangkok Post.

Phuket mainly has tourists from Russia and Kazakhstan at present and these countries can still enter via the Phuket Sandbox despite the change in other entry systems, he said.

Creative culture to lure domestic tourists

PHUKET CITY MAYOR SAROJ Angkanapilas has launched a campaign to boost cultural tourism to attract more domestic tourists to the Phuket Town area to help local businesses and the island’s economy to recover.

“Phuket City Municipality must stimulate the domestic tourism market, especially in the Phuket Town area with its diverse cultural attractions, unique traditions and lifestyles, in order to revitalize the tourism sector and economy of Phuket,” Mayor Saroj told the press at the Phuket Creativity & Innovation Centre (CIC) on Dec 21.

Tourist safety was also a key concern, Mayor Saroj added.

"A total of 255 CCTV cameras covering all areas in Phuket City Municipality will be installed, with measures to prevent and mitigate disasters 24 hours a day, to increase the efficiency of crime prevention and suppression, and to increase safety for people and tourists traveling in the Phuket City Municipality area," he said.

Mayor Saroj also announced the winners of the Phuket City Municipality “2022 Photo Contest” created to “promote tourism, stimulate the economy and open up new perspectives”.

“People will be able to witness a variety of natural attractions, cultural attractions and lifestyles in various locations through these photos, such as landscape and architecture, which will reflect Phuket’s individuality while promoting and fostering creativity,” Mayor Saroj said.

At the event, Mayor Saroj presented the winners of the contest, which highlighted 12 photographs presented under the theme “Looking at the City from a New Angle, Chicer than the Old.”

All 12 photographs awarded will be used to make a souvenir calendar for 2022, and will be featured in various media on some occasions in Phuket Town, Mayor Saroj said.

Mayor Saroj also invited people to participate in making merit by providing alms to monks on New Year’s Day 2022 at the Phuket Provincial Government Centre on Saturday, Jan 1, 2022 for the start of an auspicious new year.
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Phuket Town needs to target domestic tourists, said Phuket City Mayor Saroj Angkanapilas. Photo: PR Phuket

TUI confirms still flying to Phuket

EUROPEAN TRAVEL GIANT TUI has confirmed that it will continue with its flights to Phuket throughout the Winter schedule as planned.

The confirmation follows reports on Monday (Dec 27) that TUI had cancelled all flights to Phuket from European cities from December through to April next year due to Omicron concerns.

The reports claimed that TUI made the announcement on Christmas Day.

The cancellation of flights was reported to have affected an estimated 30,000 tourists who had booked to fly to Phuket.

This is completely false," Adam Györki, Communications Manager, Sweden, at the TUI head office in Stockholm told The Phuket News by email on Monday night.

"We will continue flying to Phuket for the season from the Nordics," he added.

"TUI has a strong relationship with the Thai people and will continue to safely operate flights to Phuket during this season," Mr Györki noted.

TUI resumed its regular direct flights from Europe to Phuket on Nov 29 with a direct flight from Copenhagen bringing 345 foreign travellers to the island.
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"People will be able to witness a variety of natural attractions, cultural attractions and lifestyles in various locations through these photos, such as landscape and architecture, which will reflect Phuket’s individuality while promoting and fostering creativity," Mayor Saroj said.

At the event, Mayor Saroj presented the winners of the contest, which highlighted 12 photographs presented under the theme “Looking at the City from a New Angle, Chicer than the Old.”

All 12 photographs awarded will be used to make a souvenir calendar for 2022, and will be featured in various media on some occasions in Phuket Town, Mayor Saroj said.

Mayor Saroj also invited people to participate in making merit by providing alms to monks on New Year’s Day 2022 at the Phuket Provincial Government Centre on Saturday, Jan 1, 2022 for the start of an auspicious new year.
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Omicron prompts new national COVID-19 alert

BANGKOK
Bangkok Post

The Public Health Ministry has decided to raise the nation’s COVID-19 alert level following a rapid increase in Omicron variant infections, warning that new cases may surge to 30,000 a day early next year unless strict precautions are followed.

Permanent Secretary of the Ministry of Health, Kiattiphol Wongrajit, said at a media briefing that the ministry decided to raise the nation’s COVID-19 alert to Level 3 after seeing new cases of the Omicron variant soar from 104 on Dec 22 to 514 on Monday (Dec 27).

In light of the new threat from the Omicron variant, the ministry has cast three possible scenarios, Dr Kiattiphol said.

In the best-case scenario, the country would register about 10,000 new infections, with fatalities hovering between 60-70 a day as early as late January, Dr Kiattiphol said.

He said that in the second-scenario, authorities will register 15,000-16,000 new cases per day.

In the worst-case scenario, in which no added precautions against the fast-spreading variant are taken, or if the public refuses to comply with disease control measures, new infections could hit 30,000 daily, with 170-180 deaths per day.

According to the permanent secretary, the ministry is not expecting to see the fatality rate of the new variant to be as high as the Delta variant.

However, he said, the virus is likely to spread faster, before stressing the need for at-risk groups of people to get vaccinated quickly to prevent the worst effects of the virus.

Out of the 514 Omicron cases detected in Thailand as of Monday, about 90% of the patients exhibited mild or no symptoms at all, Dr Kiattiphol added.

He also assured the public that there are enough beds and medicine to deal with a new surge of infections.

Currently, there are about 170,000 vacant hospital beds for patients and about 15 million favipiravir pills, which are expected to last at least two months.

Dr Kiattiphol said the observance of disease control measures and the progress of the national vaccination campaign will ultimately determine the success of the fight against the Omicron variant.

The Friends Without Borders foundation released a statement urging the Thai government to provide shelter for Myanmar refugees and work with local activists and humanitarian groups to render assistance.

The fighting escalated last Thursday (Dec 23) when Myanmar forces conducted aerial bombardments against villages in Myanmar’s Myawaddy province, located across from Ban Don Chai Rim Moei village in Mae Sot district.

Officials in Mae Sot district have since stepped up security measures along the border, as well as dispatched field doctors to help injured refugees under strict disease prevention protocols.

Thailand vows to assist Myanmar refugees

BANGKOK

Thailand has already seen an influx of 90,000 refugees from the neighbouring country of Myanmar.

The Friends Without Borders Foundation released a statement urging the Thai government to provide shelter for Myanmar refugees and work with local activists and humanitarian groups to render assistance.

The fighting escalated last Thursday (Dec 23) when Myanmar forces conducted aerial bombardments against villages in Myanmar’s Myawaddy province, located across from Ban Don Chai Rim Moei village in Mae Sot district.

Officials in Mae Sot district have since stepped up security measures along the border, as well as dispatched field doctors to help injured refugees under strict disease prevention protocols.
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BREAKOUT BLAMED ON APPS

BANGKOK

The Failure to Synchronise

An integrated one-stop command centre is essential so hotels can submit their problems directly in a timely manner,” said Suksit Suvunditkul, Vice President of the Thai Hotels Association’s southern chapter.

Hotel workers currently assist tourists case-by-case, by not only prolongs the check-in process to almost an hour, but also increases the risk of getting an infection, said Suksit.

He said hotels manually solve problems now instead of capitalising on technology to ensure all guests are tracked and free from disease.

Hotels have to print out QR codes and let guests keep a copy if they are unable to install MorChana, said Mr Suksit.

Bangkok Post

THE THAI GOVERNMENT has promised to look after all Myanmar refugees who flee to Mae Sot district of Tak province amid ongoing fighting between Myanmar’s armed forces and ethnic Karen rebels.

Describing the move as a humanitarian gesture, Prime Minister Gen Prayut Chan-o-cha said he has instructed officials to prepare to provide the refugees with medical aid and food supplies.

He noted, however, that no new refugee centres will be set up as all refugees will have to return to Myanmar once the situation improves.

Thailand has already seen an influx of 90,000 refugees from the neighbouring country.

Reports also indicate that villages along the Thai-Myanmar border in Mae Sot have been caught in the range of mortar fire during intense clashes between Myanmar security forces and rebel groups.

There are no plans to evacuate Thais from affected areas at this time, as the government works to ensure the conflict does not spill into Thailand.

The Friends Without Borders Foundation released a statement urging the Thai government to provide shelter for Myanmar refugees and work with local activists and humanitarian groups to render assistance.

The fighting escalated last Thursday (Dec 23) when Myanmar forces conducted aerial bombardments against villages in Myanmar’s Myawaddy province, located across from Ban Don Chai Rim Moei village in Mae Sot district.

Officials in Mae Sot district have since stepped up security measures along the border, as well as dispatched field doctors to help injured refugees under strict disease prevention protocols.
GREEN THOUGHTS

Patrick Campbell

If you write about gardening for a publication, you will encounter two different kinds of readers. A few, and fortunately they are few and far between, ask for help, often with no please or thank you, and lack the courtesy to write back after you have spent time in addressing their queries. Fortunately, the commonality of gardeners is a happy one, and the majority of correspondents are genuine enthusiasts, generous in their response to any advice. They reinforce my conviction that gardening is a beneficial and life-enhancing activity, not only for our floral charges, but also for those of us who cherish them.

The following letter, recently received, is a gracious illustration of this belief. Please pardon my immodesty in quoting from it. Diane writes: ‘You remind me of two people I admire greatly. Gardening is not only great for the soul, it strengthens our physical health. When I was a young law student...’ I lived in a gorgeous London home with an 88-year-old widow who kept perennially young by taking in three boarders. She had a gigantic English-style garden and my room with terrace overlooked the magnificent garden. This lady did all her own gardening, save for cutting the grass, and she got upset with herself whenever she forgot the Latin name for a flower. She took the tube alone at age 93 to shop for antiques and lived to the great age of 103.

‘My mother is half English and half Scandinavian. Her brother lived well into his nineties and he too was an avid and extremely talented gardener, as well as his English wife. How I adored visiting them and walking about in their garden.’

She concludes by saying: ‘You are certain to live a very long and healthy life.’ Amen to that...

Diana is in exalted company. Since time immemorial, writers from Andrew Marvell in The Garden’ to the Romantic poet William Wordsworth and the American naturalist Henry Thoreau have celebrated the good vibrations that emanate from the natural world.

As for the physical benefits that accrue from communing with nature in the shape of gardening, a recent survey from Michigan State University concluded that not only does gardening reduce the onset of obesity, high blood pressure, heart disease and senility, it offers a more pleasurable way of taking exercise. Research showed that gardeners spent more time every week tending their flowers than those who chose exercise. Research showed that gardening offers a more pleasurable way of taking exercise.

As green spaces vanish, as habitats for wild creatures shrink, and as man is increasingly confined to an unnatural den has been a precious microcosm of the natural world. Today, its ecological functions, we still may, like Diana’s lady, take pleasure and solace in cultivating a garden. Even a row of container plants on a concrete balcony is better than nothing.

It is not just man who benefits. Gardens are a haven for innumerable species of insects, including bees and butterflies, our chief pollinators. Shrubs and leafy trees provide bower for birds, places where they can nest and safety. Every year, sunbirds and yellow-vented bulbuls raise their young in my cristina bushes; every sunny day, the skinks warm themselves on my pool surroundings.

Since time immemorial, the garden has been a precious microcosm of the natural world. Today, its ecological importance is huge and getting bigger. As green spaces vanish, as habitats for wild creatures shrink, and as man is increasingly confined to an unnatural existence in an apartment or condotelium, our gardens fulfill a key role – oases of greenery in our desert towns and cities.

Tend and nurture your garden. In so doing you will be nurturing yourself.

Dr Patrick Campbell can be contacted at his home Canovel, located at 59/84 Soi Saiyuan 13, Rawai, Phuket 83110. Tel: 0762663227 (landline), 0655012326 or 0657265551 (mobile). His book “The Tropic Gardener”, an indispensable guide to plants and their cultivation in Thailand, is available from Seng Bo bookshop in Phuket Town or Delish in Rawai, or arrange a copy to be delivered by emailing him at drpccampbell81@gmail.com.
GRIP IT - a new initiative doing good

GRIP IT is an initiative that was started by a group of friends living in Phuket. As a team they represent countries from Europe, North America, South America, Africa and Asia.

They prefer to keep things simple by having one goal – help those who cannot afford to help themselves, whether two-legged or four. For those reasons, they’ve had great success at making and onboarding new friends to the team.

“Phuket is filled with like minded individuals that want what is best for the island and for the country as a whole,” explained cofounder Michael Farrell.

Thailand pretty much closed its doors to tourists in 2020 and much like everyone else, they started seeing Phuket’s dependency on tourism firsthand: observing in the news and various media outlets that people were struggling to eat and gain access to basic needs.

“Also seeing the amazing help that other groups like 5 Star Marine were doing led to a realisation that more should and could be done. That is where GRIP IT was born, like a rock band out of a garage, friends just trying to get a message out,” Michael said.

That message is known as “GRIP IT”, which came from Robert, another cofounder, after learning it from a university friend. They liken it to the times in life when actions were taken and superior results were achieved. Think: rescuing a cat out of a tree or scoring the overtime goal in a football match. Even as simple as buying a stranger a meal or stopping to play with a child. And that’s why the initiative is called what it is… because to “GRIP IT” is to take action… and to help others is an ethos for life unto itself.

Since conception, the team has been to many villages around Phuket, amongst areas spread around Kathu, Koh Siray, Chalong and Rawai, where they have brought hot meals, first aid and hygiene kits and life bags to more than 1,500 families. And by doing so, they have begun to understand the people of Phuket more; to learn what they actually need versus what many people think they do, and that this pandemic has stripped them of many of life’s qualities. But also that the people here in Phuket are friendly and happy. “GRIP IT has been humbled,” said Michael.

“Further, the team feels fortunate and would like to thank all of the friends that have given their time and means to support this journey. They’d also like to give a special thank you to Khun Kanit Hitjumengsakdee for assisting with the first two food drives and to all of the village heads since, for making the events run smoothly.

“Khun Pulbon, aka Johnny, also gets a special thanks for facilitating so much of what keeps the GRIP IT machine running. A team is nothing without its players,” he added.

At the end of November GRIP IT started a clothing campaign with two local gyms, Unit 27 and Alpha, where they will be storing and redistributing clothing for the foreseeable future.

After the success of a clothing drive in the Chalong area, it was clear to them that there is a need for many people to access clothing and that they are in a unique position to provide it.

Anyone reading who wants to donate clothing can contact GRIP IT directly via their Facebook (@gripitforward) and Instagram (@gripit_forward) pages or by visiting either of the gyms... though they also recommend getting in a sweat.

The holidays are here and GRIP IT has decided to try and help 5,000 children across Thailand. A rather ambitious goal, involving the help of many organisations and volunteers.

So watch them on Instagram and Facebook... it’s sure to leave you in the holiday spirit.
1. Which island nation is the first to celebrate New Year, each year?

2. Up until 1752, when the new Gregorian calendar was adopted, on which day was New Year’s Day celebrated in England?

3. The ball that drops in Times Square, New York, to mark the New Year is covered with which valuable material?

4. The lyrics to ‘Auld Lang Syne’ were originally from a poem written by which famed Scottish poet?

5. The first traveller’s cheques were issued on Jan 1 of which year?

6. The year is how much the average man will spend of his life simply staring at women.

7. A “New Year’s resolution” is a promise to oneself to improve in some way. But how many people actually keep their New Year’s resolutions?

8. What is the New Year’s Day date for the following countries?
   - Israel
   - Australia
   - Iran
   - Russia

9. The discovery of the planet Vulcan, Jan 2, 1860
   - What was the name of the planet later discovered as a result of the observation of this planet?
   - Jan 5, 1948
   - Jan 3, 1990
   - Jan 5, 1066

10. The ARPANET, developed by the US Department of Defense, officially changes to using the Internet Protocol, creating the Internet.

11. The Academic Senate at the University of California, Los Angeles receives the first computer.


13. United States invasion of Panama: Manuel Noriega, indicted by US federal grand juries on charges of racketeering, drug smuggling and money laundering, surrenders to American forces.


15. The British government and the United Kingdom, becoming an independent republic named the Union of Burma with Sao Thaik as its President and

16. The United States Navy web site, the first on the Internet, is launched.

17. The House of Lords, the upper house of the British Parliament, holds its first meeting since 1959.

18. Mother Teresa arrives in Calcutta, India, to begin her work among India’s poorest and sick people.

19. The first successful use of a contraceptive pill is recorded.

20. The production of the first paperback novel is recorded.

21. The first successful color television broadcast is recorded.

22. The first successful color television broadcast is recorded.
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Friday Mussels night
6 PM onwards. Belgian style mussels served with French Fries. All you can eat. Your choice, Your style. Mariniere, White wine, Provencale, Garlic & cream. Creamy curry, Blue cheese or Thai style. We have a kids playground zone. Adults: 325 baht P.P. kids under 12 years old: 195 baht P.P. www.shakersphuket.com www.facebook.com/shakersphuket Oliver, Shakers restaurant 98/18 Vises Road, Rawai 83130, 081 891 4381

Saturday Brunch
Indulge in a buffet of fresh, chilled seafood and an unlimited selection of delicious a la carte creation from our talented culinary team. Enjoy beverage promotions, full pool access and live music. 1,685 baht per person. Every Saturday, 10am until 4pm. Free transfers for bookings of 4 guests or more. For booking in advance please contact us on ha224-fb1@accor.com or via Facebook Messenger. *Above prices are per person excluding taxes & service charge

New Years Day Grande Indian Brunch at Portosino
Enjoy New Years day with our Special Grande Indian brunch starting noon, featuring Authentic Indian dishes with global inspiration. Celebrates first day of 2022 with beats, bubbles & Grande Vibes. Venue: Portosino Entertainment: DJ, Live Band & much more! Food: Authentic Indian Menu with a Global Twist. Availability: Limited tables available, book now to confirm your table! Time: 12.00pm – 4.30pm. Date: 1 Jan, 2022. Brunch Price: THB 1,499++ Brunch with Free Flow: THB 2,022++. Children 6-12 years for THB 699++. Children Under 6 years eat for free when dining with a paying adult. For booking in advance please contact us on ha224-fb1@accor.com or via Facebook Messenger. *Above prices are per person excluding taxes & service charge

Pizza Monday
12 PM till closing. 20% discount on all our pizzas. We have a kids playground zone. www.shakersphuket.com www.facebook.com/shakersphuket Oliver, Shakers restaurant 98/18 Vises Road, Rawai 83130, 081 891 4381

Wednesday BBQ night
6 PM onwards. All you can eat BBQ buffet cooked to order. Beef, Pork, Chicken, Burgers, Ribs Sausages, Fish, Prawns & Squid, salad buffets and veggies. Choice of potatoes, cold and hot sauces, Bread, Buns & garlic bread. We have a kids playground zone. Adults: 365 baht P.P. Kids under 12 years old: 195 baht P.P. www.shakersphuket.com www.facebook.com/shakersphuket Oliver, Shakers restaurant 98/18 Vises Road, Rawai 83130, 081 891 4381

Sunday roast
12PM – 3PM. All you can eat Sunday Roast Buffet Beef, Pork, Chicken & Lamb – Cauliflower, Broccoli, Peas, Carrots, Fried mushrooms, Grilled Tomatoes – Yorkshire pudding – Roasted Potatoes, Mashed Potatoes – Apple sauce, Gravy, Mushroom sauce, Horse radish. Malt Sauce. We have a kids playground zone. Adults: 350 baht P.P. Kids under 12 years old: 175 baht P.P. www.shakersphuket.com www.facebook.com/shakersphuket Oliver, Shakers restaurant 98/18 Vises Road, Rawai 83130, 081 891 4381

Friday, December 31, 2021

Phuket Sundowners
The Grow Boating Networking Evening for January 2022 will be held at the Isola Restaurant, at the Royal Phuket Marina on Friday the 7th of January from 5pm. There will be a light buffet sponsored by the Isola Restaurant and as always all of your favourite beverages will be available. Drinks sponsorship is available for the event. Sponsorship costs 10,000 baht and includes a generous media package from our media partner The Phuket News. Message us for more information. Come and join in the fun, everyone is welcome. There is no entry fee, just drop your business card or register at the bar. We hope to see you there and if you know anyone you think would be interested in coming please invite them along. To join our mailing list please send an email to growboating-phuket@gmail.com

Sponsorship
699++ Children Under 6 years eat for free when dining with a paying adult. A celebration of all things Australian, join us for your favourite Australian food & beverages, and welcome in the New Year as the first business networking event in Phuket of 2022. Please note that the attendance will be asked for their COVID-19 vaccination or ATK / RT-PCR certification to show on entry to the event. Price: 500 THB for AustCham members, partner Chambers members, and Australian Alumni Members. 900 THB for non-members.

**Daily Even Updates On Live 89.5**
A wonderful day out on the course at Laguna Phuket Golf on December 23, 2021. Fantastic F&B on the holes, some good golf and some not so good golf. Lots of stories at the awards dinner, as they say, “There are no pictures on the score card.” All in all a fun day raising funds for the Children’s First Fund (CFF). Read more about the event on page 15.
Phuket sets up eSports hub

The Phuket News
editor@glassactmedia.co.th

Phuket is taking a significant step forward in the rapidly progressive world of professional gaming after it was confirmed that an official eSports development centre is being set up on the island.

Leading eSports gaming team NKT are partnering with The Par Phuket Hotel to establish an eSports development centre which will strive to help youngsters better understand professional gaming and provide opportunity to develop their skills to the extent that they are able to compete on the world stage.

The announcement was made at a press conference at the The Par Phuket Hotel in Kalim Tuesday last week (Dec 21) attended by President of the Phuket Sports Association Thammawat Wongchareonyot, the Phuket Sports Association 21) attended by President of the AIS eSports development centre which will strive to help youths better understand professional gaming and provide opportunity to develop their skills to the extent that they are able to compete on the world stage.

The centre, to be located at The Par Phuket Hotel, will provide opportunities to Thai youths via an academy-style teaching course that provides an understanding on the industry of eSports and how a potentially lucrative career can be forged. It will also provide the opportunity for parents to learn more about the sport and how it can offer their children a professional career while helping promote Thailand and generating income for the country.

“We are delighted to select Phuket as the venue for our first pilot project to teach the basics and focus on career development in eSports,” said Mr Jumpon.

“Thailand is beginning to take more notice of the eSports industry and is increasingly encouraging its youth to become a part of it. It is a sector that can offer a very real career for its participants and that can generate significant income into the country. As the popularity of the sport continues to grow so does the revenue and opportunity attached to it,” he added.

“As such, we are committed to building an eSports learning centre to continue to grow the understanding and reputation of the sport while promoting digital innovation and building a team that is truly capable of competing and representing Asia in the global CS:GO (Counter Strike:Global Offensive) gaming league.”

Mr Jumpon added that he hopes the centre can also go some way to helping educate and change people’s perception of the sport where its participants are often unfairly tagged as “game addicts”.

“We want to create a new image more along the lines of businessman and professional athletes,” he said.

“Phuket is our launch venue but we hope to set up similar centres in Bangkok and Chiang Mai in the near future,” he added.

NKT has invested more than $140 million in the development of its gaming athletes from all over Asia to compete in the world renowned event of CS:GO, one of the most popular games universally.

The majority of its athletes are Thai, many of whom hold top-level degrees from major Universities, although it also has members from Indonesia, Mongolia, South Korea and Singapore. The collective NKT team is ranked number 1 in Southeast Asia and sits in the top three in Asia with an impressive win rate of over 80% and win streak of 13 games in a row.

Global eSports revenues are expected to exceed US$1 billion ($3.38bn) this year, according to Newzoo’s 2021 Global eSports & Live Streaming Market Report.

The world’s richest professional competitive gamer is 28-year-old Johan Sundstein from Denmark, who to date has earned close to US$7 million since turning professional in 2015.

The top-earning Thai player to date is Anucha Jirawong, who has netted US$685,188 from his professional gaming career.

Whereas there is widespread criticism that eSports is not strictly a sport, participants claim they train to a similarly intense level as traditional athletes and require exemplary hand-eye coordination, dexterity, teamwork and mental endurance.

There are ongoing calls for eSports to be included in the Olympics but thus far the IOC has rebuffed requests. However, they did lend support this year for the first-ever “Olympic Virtual Series” in the run-up to the Tokyo 2020 games and has intimated that there may be a possibility it is included in the 2028 Games to be staged in Los Angeles.

Australia crush England to retain Ashes

A RELENTLESS AUSTRALIA SPEAR-headed by debutant Scott Boland skittled England for an embarrassing 68 on Tuesday (Dec 28) to win the third Test by an innings and 14 runs and retain the Ashes with two matches still to play.

The tourists resumed in Melbourne on 31 for four, still 51 runs behind, after another stunning collapse. Their survival rested on skipper Joe Root, but when he fell for 28, it was just a matter of time before the rest followed.

Boland, called up as injury cover, was invincible on his home ground at the MCG, taking 6-7 off four overs, equaling the record for the fastest five-wicket haul in 19 balls.

Mitchell Starc ended with 3-29 as England’s misery was complete.

Ben Stokes resumed on two but his poor form continued when he was clean-bowled by Starc for 11. Jonny Bairstow made five, but when Root was out it was all over, with the tailenders quickly following.

England headed to Melbourne knowing they had to win to keep the five-Test series alive after heavy defeats in Brisbane and Adelaide, with Australia only needing a draw to retain the urn as holders.

And they fleetingly hailed themselves into contention on the back of a vintage bowling effort from veteran seamer James Anderson, which restricted Australia to 267 in their first innings in reply to the tourists’ 185.

But it was only an 82-run lead and any dreams England had of staying in the Test, or even winning it, fell apart in the face of an intense fast bowling blitz from Starc, Cummins and Boland.

In an hour of mayhem, they removed hapless openers Zak Crawley (5), Haseeb Hameed (7), Dawid Malan (0) and Jack Leach (0), leaving England staring into the abyss on 31 for four after another stunning collapse. Root then fell for 28, caught by David Warner at slip off Boland.

“Gutless England batsmen deliver full spectrum of ineptitude,” screamed The Daily Telegraph while The Sun slammed “Clueless England”.

The fourth test in Sydney starts tomorrow (Jan 1). AFP
Ian Hansen once famously declared Alex Ferguson’s decision to trust in youth at Manchester United before the class of ’92 went onto achieve greatness at Old Trafford. Nobody at the Emirates Stadium is getting too carried away yet but there is evidence there could very well be a similar youth revolution occurring at Arsenal.

Last Sunday’s (Dec 26) comfortable 5-0 victory against Norwich was the Gunners’ fourth Premier League win in a row which saw them, at time of press, in fourth place in the table and going into the daunting contest with leaders Manchester City in confident mood tomorrow (Jan 1).

The results are testament to manager Mikel Arteta’s convictions in his team’s identity and willingness to trust in youth, which is clearly paying dividends.

Arsenal have had the youngest average starting XI in the English top flight so far this term at 24 years. Goalkeeper Aaron Ramsdale is only 23, Gabriel is the oldest player in defence at 24 and midfielder Martin Odegaard is finally welcomed back into the fold or not. That was a big, big lesson in that period for me. Those relationships are unbreakable,” Arteta told The Guardian.

Smith Rowe’s rise has been unexpected yet smooth although Saka endured a testing time after his penalty miss saw England lose the Euro 2020 final against Italy and a torrent of unpalatable racial abuse come his way.

“What I learned was that internally there was competition but you understand that you have to look after each other. That was a big, big lesson in that period for me. Those relationships are unbreakable,” Arteta said in reference to Saka. “I see it in others too. They are really willing to bring success and they are dealing with a lot of difficult situations in a great way.”

So much so that the absence of captain and senior talisman Pierre-Emerick Aubameyang, frozen out by the uncompromising Arteta after a series of disciplinary issues, has not been felt in recent weeks.

Brazilian striker Gabriel Martinelli, 20, has stepped in, performed brilliantly and suggested he has a definite future in the role, whether Aubameyang is welcomed back into the fold or not.
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Arta has confirmed he plans to strengthen during the transfer window but for now is clearly delighted that his young guns are continuing to shine and fire the Gunners up the table.

Two academy products, Bukayo Saka, 20, and Emile Smith Rowe, 21, have arguably been the Gunners’ best outfield players this term, something not lost on the manager who himself came through the famed La Masia academy at Barcelona.

“Smith-Roe’s rise has been unexpected yet smooth although Saka endured a testing time after his penalty miss saw England lose the Euro 2020 final against Italy and a torrent of unpalatable racial abuse come his way.

“What I see is a young boy with incredible enthusiasm and passion for this club,” Arteta said in reference to Saka. “I see it in others too. They are really willing to bring success and they are dealing with a lot of difficult situations in a great way.”
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BIG YEAR OF SPORT AHEAD

Controversy threatens Winter Olympics and World Cup as COVID lurches

ALLEsports

Ben Tieveuck
editor3@classactmedia.co.th

As we usher in the New Year we can look forward to an action-packed calendar of sporting events that are certain to thrill enthusiasts throughout 2022.

Sport has taken on even greater significance for many over the past couple of years as the COVID-19 pandemic has continued to wreak havoc, at times serving as a distraction and an invaluable crutch that many have turned to when seeking respite from the daily toil.

The threat of COVID still lingers, of course, but here are some of the key sporting occasions we can look forward to in 2022.

Australia may have already retained the Ashes after their decisive third Test win in Melbourne but the remaining two Tests in January will see a wounded England playing for pride. The fourth test starts tomorrow (Jan 1) in Sydney and the final test is due to take place in Hobart from Jan 14-18.

Elsewhere in January, the Australian Open launches the international tennis calendar on Jan 17. It remains to be seen whether men’s defending champion Novak Djokovic will be on court as the nine-time winner has declined to publicly state his vaccine status, deemed a prerequisite by authorities, leading to assumptions that he will not be there. However, Naomi Osaka will be there to defend her women’s singles title. Other tournaments of note throughout the year include the French Open at Roland Garros in May and June, Wimbledon in June and July and the US Open in August and September.

Formula One attracted a wealth of new fans in the 2021 season as the drivers championship went down to the wire with Red Bull Racing’s Max Verstappen pipping rival Lewis Hamilton of Mercedes to the title on the final lap of the Abu Dhabi Grand Prix in December. A bumper 23-race calendar starts in Bahrain on March 20 and fans will be delighted if the 2022 season proves anywhere near as exciting as 2021.

CONTROVERSY

Two of the biggest global sports events taking place in 2022 are both, unfortunately, clouded in major controversy which have seen the divides between sport and politics blurred considerably.

Firstly, Beijing hosts the Winter Olympics, running from Feb 4-20, and the Paralympics in March. China has consistently beencounting controversy over a range of issues including COVID-19, human rights and territorial disputes, which has soured international relations and affected sentiment towards the Games. The USA, Australia, UK and Japan have all effected diplomatic boycotts although athletes from the respective countries will still participate.

Fans will be barred from attending the Games due to COVID-19 concerns and, bizarrely for a winter-themed event, snow is having to be transported to the venues at great cost and with detrimental environmental consequences.

The FIFA World Cup, to be held in Qatar from Nov 21 to Dec 18, has been dogged with controversy since the tournament was awarded to the tiny Gulf state, a desert nation with baking summer temperatures, no access to all, regardless of gender, race, religion and so on. Critics argue the World Cup is being used as just another cog in the Middle East’s sport washing wheel, being used as just another cog in the region’s middle of the road image. The World Cup, having been dogged with controversy since the tournament was awarded to the tiny Gulf state, a desert nation with baking summer temperatures, no world-class stadiums, little interest in football but lots of money.
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Those of an American Football persuasion will be keeping a keen eye on Super Bowl LVI on Feb 13 in Inglewood, California.

New Zealand hosts Women’s Rugby Union World Cup, postponed from 2021, in October and November and the ICC Women’s Cricket World Cup in March and April.

Domestically Down Under, there is the AFL Grand Final on Sept 24, the NRL Grand Final on Oct 2 and the Melbourne Cup on Nov 1.

Golf fanatics will be focused on the Masters at Augusta in April, the PGA Championship in May, the US Open in June and the Open at St Andrews in Scotland in July. For running enthusiasts, there is the Tokyo Marathon in March and the Boston and London marathons in April. A date for the New York marathon has yet to be announced.

Hopping on the bike, we have the Giro d’Italia in May, the Vuelta a España in August and September and the Tour de France in July.

There is the 2022 World Athletics Championships in Oregon, USA in July and the 22nd edition of the Commonwealth Games in Birmingham, UK from July 28-Aug 8.

Finally, Thailand will host Badminton’s Thomas & Uber Cup finals (May 8-15) with mixed doubles world champions Dechapol Puavaranukroh and Sapsiree Taerattanachai looking to shine on home soil.

Whatever the preference, there are numerous fantastic events that should keep sports fans enthralled throughout 2022 – COVID permitting, of course!